Aircare Omniscent
Uplifting The Environment
AHS Omniscent takes aircare into the modern business world by not only
enhancing the working environment for both staff and visitors, but also
uplifting both mind and spirit too.
Providing up to 500 cubic metres of fragranced air, whilst being
unobtrusive to the user and the environment, makes Omniscent a
great delivery system for large interior spaces.

How does it work?
Biodegradable ceramic refills are impregnated with designer
oils, from classical to oriental, aromatherapy to seasonal, giving
all areas that bespoke touch changeable at regular service
intervals. The ceramic cartridge is gently heated
within the unit, and the fragrance is then
dispersed by the internal fan system,
instantly uplifting the air.

Benefits
• Silent delivery system for large
interior areas up to 500m3
• Constant performance for poor
ventilated, odour problem areas
• Eco Friendly, No CFC’s, 100% Biodegradable refills
For use in:

Reception, care home, gym,
veterinary clinic, chapel of rest,
waiting area, hotel, classroom,
airport, boardroom, station

• Choice of fragrances for style and impact options
• Fully serviced for you, nothing
for your staff to do

Product Specification:
Operation: Mains operated
Dimensions:
265mm(h) x 147mm(w) x 120mm(d)
Voltage: 220vac-240vac Power rating: 70w
Class: Class 1 / 0.3A / IP 23 / 50-60 Hz

Sustainability
Eco Friendly, No CFC’s, 100% Biodegradable refills

www.absolutehygienesolutions.com

Aircare Prozone
A Breath Of Fresh Air
There are some places where up until now, it seemed we had little choice
but to put up with unpleasant organic odours and airborne micro-organisms.
AHS Prozone offers a ‘natural solution’ to this problem by eliminating bad smells and
destroying up to 99.5% of harmful airborne viruses and bacteria. This process greatly
reduces cross infection in the work place for a safe environment.
How does it work?
Ozone or ‘Activated oxygen’ is produced in nature by lightening. After a thunderstorm we
often experience this by the greater freshness of the air. AHS Prozone mimics this process
by bringing the air we breathe into contact with a high energy electrical discharge, putting
a small trace of activated oxygen into the environment to reproduce this natural freshness.
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Benefits
• Safe, continuous method, working throughout
the day
• Destroys up to 99.5% of micro-organisms
reducing cross-infection
• Purified air reaches all inaccessible areas for
complete freshness
• Environmentally Friendly, no chemical residue
• Tackles the root cause of the bad odour
• Tailored settings for all locations
For use in:
Nursing home, toilet, locker room,
waiting room, reception, medical centre,
conference facility, sluice room,
garbage room, hotel, smoking area.
Dimensions: 210mm x 135mm x 85mm
Adjustable to match room size up to 150m3
EU LVD – Directive 2006/95/EC. EU
EMC – Directive 2004/108/EC, EN 55014-2:1997
50/60 Hz / Fuse rating 5A / 12 Watts / Voltage:85V-264V

For further information contact: 020 8317 9693
Email: enquiries@absolutehygienesolutions.com
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